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Colors, textures, �nishes headline Sunpan’s
introductions this fall
Vicky Jarrett // Managing Editor // October 13, 2023

HIGH POINT — Global furniture company Sunpan is adding new colors, textures and �nishes for
its introductions at this week’s High Point Market.

“This market is all about soft and tactile designs that add warmth and comfort to any space,” said
Fion Ho, director of product development at Sunpan. “In terms of color palette, warm earthy tones
continue to be strong in this market.”
For the latest High Point Market news, click here to visit our Live From Market landing page.

Examples include:

The Herriot Coffee Table, in a recently introduced summer sand �nish, mimics a timber wood grain through concrete,

ultimately using one material to portray multiple textures.

The new Alanya Dining Table and Mojave Collection feature dynamic ripple and fold-like details belying the solid material.

The brand-new Caspian Sofa and Laken Sofa Chaise both feature a soft yet knotty boucle fabric that boosts comfort with

cloud-like cushioning.

Also, Sunpan is introducing a new leather colorway, Sahara Sand, which is showcased on its Tryor
lounge chair and Tadeo swivel lounge chair. The company also is expanding its leather line with
introductions in camel and cognac, such as the Ira sofa and Trine lounge chair in camel leather
and the Anakin sofa and Kalla dining chair in cognac leather.

Other introductions at this market include artisan-crafted products that are purposefully built for a
lived-in or aged look: the new Lathan lounge chair and the Zanatta collection, with hammered
metal surfaces that give a geometric textural feel; the Auburn sideboard, featuring patina-�nished
doors to mimic the natural effect of time; and the Corina collection features hand carved, etch-
patterned surfaces.

Sunpan’s showroom is open to registered designers and buyers from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., Oct. 14-18.
The showroom is located at Showplace, space 1200.
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